Rates for COLLECT Phone Calls:
(min. call charge 15 min. /max. talk time 15 min.)
• Local calls: $2.29 flat rate
• Intralata calls: $2.80 + $0.16 per minute
• Interlata calls: $3.95 + $0.59 per minute
• Interstate calls: $3.95 + $0.59 per minute

Rates for PREPAID Phone Calls:
(min. call charge 15 min. /max. talk time 15 min.)
• Local calls: $2.29 flat rate
• Intralata calls: $2.80 + $0.16 per minute
• Interlata calls: $3.95 + $0.59 per minute
• Interstate calls: $3.95 + $0.59 per minute
• International calls: $10.00 per call